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Abstract - This paper deals with the survey of Smart

surveillance monitoring system using Raspberry pi. Video
Surveillance is important as far as security is concerned
these days. Commercial spaces, schools and hospitals,
warehouses and other challenging indoor and outdoor
environments require high end cameras. The current
technologies require RFIDs which are costly and hence the
security domain in all becomes expensive and hence there
was a need to work on this. This paper describes the use of
low cost single on board computer Raspberry Pi. This new
technology is less expensive and in this project it is used as a
standalone platform for image processing. It increases the
usage of mobile technology to provide essential security to
our homes and for other control applications. The proposed
home security system captures information and transmits it
via a 3G Dongle to a Smart Phone using web application
Raspberry pi.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fast development in the technology has increased the risk
of intrusion. Using security cameras allows a person to
monitor his property. The majority of organization and
administrations are making use of such security cameras
with the intention to save their business as well as
property from terrorists and illegal entry. Nowadays, the
security cameras have become much more advanced,
reasonable, smaller and straight forward.

2.

Real-time
monitoringTraditionally
big
organizations have always had the benefits of
video
surveillance manned
by security
professionals. In the past times, the capturing and
transmission used to take time. But, modern
technologies let users to check and reply to
alarms immediately.[8]

1.2 Why Smart Surveillance?
In our busy life we don't have much time to monitor and to
keep a watch on everything. From every family most of the
members are working, or even in malls and hospital to
monitor each and every space is not possible. It’s 21st
century and we need to think smartly to make our life
better, easier and secure, so instead of sitting at once place
for longer why not carry the security in our pocket.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1] earlier system has many problem such as such as
high cost, low intelligence, poor stability, weak security. In
order to solve these problems, S3C2440 microprocessor is
adopted in this embedded video acquisition system, which
combing with the Linux operating system. Video capture is
realized by the Video 4 Linux [1]. This paper has
advantages such as higher intelligence, higher stability,
and easy installation and disadvantage as it requires high
cost and continues GSM network is required to send
message, if the network is not available this project may
not work properly. Below is the diagram showing the
flowchart of Video4Linux that has been used in this paper.

1.1 Benefits of Video Surveillance
1.

Availability- There was a time when the
surveillance techniques were utilized only in
shopping centers and malls. Now-a-days, you can
notice closed-circuit televisions almost at any
place you visit, from a small store to homes and
holy places. As a result, they guarantee greater
public security at a fraction of the cost.
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which matches the max size and it neglects the small one.
Here two system are mainly used:
 Video frame Detection
 Video Similarity Search
Deep packet capture (DPC) is the act of capturing
complete network packets crossing a network. Here we
capture data packets in the scalable network using packet
capturing tools. [3]

Chart -1: Flowchart of V4L video capture
In [2] the design and implementation of a video
surveillance system based on 3G wireless mobile Internet
access is proposed. A database in the video control server
to automatically store the selected frames of the video
stream data is implemented. A high-speed video
monitoring sub-system using 802.11 in our surveillance
system is also realized. [2] Below shows the architecture
of video surveillance system that is used in this paper.

Fig -1: Architecture of video surveillance system
The advantages are high speed video monitoring system
and stores the frames and disadvantages would be
malfunctions are not handled properly.
In [3] a query algorithm is introduced which will be
used to establish the relationship between query and
database video by bipartite graph, it construct a sub graph
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In [4] Network video capture system using friendly ARM9
board support package (BSP) S3C2440 is presented. This
application system captures video, shares among
networked systems and also alerts the controlling person
with short message service alarm as required by the client.
This system works in a real time environment and is
supported by embedded RT Linux. This system provides
low cost and high effective intelligent monitoring system
like in elevators, home security systems etc. with low
power consumption. [4]. Here RT Linux is used i.e. Real
time operating system and also it can be wired or wireless
internet access this could be its advantage. It alerts the
person through the Short message service (SMS).
The [5] paper deals with the integrated server and MPEG
video [5]. The integrated server means that a specific
server is located in the centre of the surveillance system
this can get the video information from the network
camera and then compress that video and can also store
that video for future reference. It can also receive request
from the clients like monitoring, controlling etc. The
method used in this paper is the open PLANET technology
that has been developed by Shikoku Electric Power
Company Ltd it has some excellent characteristics, one of
which is to transmit digital information from node to node
through electric power line. [5]Its advantages include low
maintenance, cost effective and mobile operation i.e. it can
operated from anywhere and also on the mobile phones or
on the desktop as per the user convenience.
The [6] paper elaborates the development process of
ov511 USB camera driving in Linux operation system and
the MPEG-4 video Coding technology and the network
transmission realization of video data transmission. This
paper uses ov511 USB camera to capture video and
embedded Linux platform which is based on S3C2440
micro controls chip. The processing of the captured video
is based on video4linux. Below shows the diagram the
Structure of video capturing system. The advantages of
this paper will be Rapid video acquisition, Real time
transmission well, Stable performance and lower cost.
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3. ARCHITECTURE PROPOSED

Fig -3: Architecture of System Proposed

Fig -2: Structure of video capturing system
In [7] here First, USB camera video data are collected by
the embedded Linux system, processed, compressed and
transferred by the processing chip. Then, video data are
sent to the monitor client by wireless network. Here the
video is captured by the web camera and the information
is processed and the video received is compressed.
In next paper referred in the reference paper idea is to set
up a computer terminal equipped with a GSM Modem at
banks, which can be used to transmit/receive
video/photos and/or commands to and from the
administrator/owner. It uses Opencv library to capture
camera images and detect intrusion using image
comparison technique (Euclidean Distance Method). Once
the comparison is done and an intrusion is found, it sends
the streamed video from server to remote administrator
over android phone. Admin can then take appropriate
action and alert local security. [8]
In paper [9] the video captures the motion is detected
and SMS is sent. Video4Linux is used here to get the video
data then is it transferred to the web server and displayed
on the client side. The advantages of includes fewer
modules, low cost, higher intelligence, higher stability and
higher security. It utilizes the AT commands to give the
SMS alarm and can realize remote monitoring. In this
when the object is not there the screen shows green color
and when the object come and the screen is interrupts
with any different object it shows red color on the screen.
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First the user will login and the verification will be done
on the Linux operating system used, if the user is verified
and authorised then will continue further for the input. If
the user is not authorised due to wrong password for any
other issue then it will be again directed to the login page.
Next the user will input the values in what way the user
want to set the value and the robot i.e. the speed of robot,
direction of camera and other values, the data will the
processed and the output from the camera will be
displayed on the screen. The images captured from the
camera will be shown on the mobile screen or the desktop
wherever the user wants to watch. Then if the user wants
to reset the value then it can the reset and again the whole
processing is done and whole process is repeated again.
The arrow in the flowchart depicted above shows the flow
of the system. In this we will be using the video4linux for
the video capturing.
Benefits of the proposed system:
 In our system user will be able to view and
operate even if he is at remote location i.e. user
can operate it remotely.
 In our proposed system the user will have to login
first that means a better protection will be
provided and no any other person will be able
to view the footage other than the authorised
and registered people.
 It provides real-time monitoring and hence the
appropriate steps can be taken if any problem
occurs.
 Our system can the used at various places such as
hospitals, shopping malls, college or school
premises, in house for keeping any eye on the
children or the house objects.
 Since the system is moving it can the capture a
wide area and also it can be operated from
anywhere if high range network is used.
 It is easy to operate and cost effective and like
earlier days one will not be sitting on one place
to monitor the video captured.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
In the end we conclude that every person want to be in
a better and secure world, this survey paper has covered
most of the algorithm and the advantages and
disadvantages of every paper that has published so far and
the work that has done over this project. To provide better
security and safety new designs are implemented and also
that are cost effective and to make it better further
research is going on.in future we can make everything
wireless in this project and also better video quality which
will be easy to operate and in a way the security
information can be carried and viewed anywhere.
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